
elegance and excellence 

The HiFinity door is the epitome of modern design, combining the ultimate in contemporary aesthetics with outstanding 
performance.

This state-of-the-art structurally glazed door offers the possibility of floor-to-ceiling and wall-to-wall glass, an ergonomically 
designed handle and a concealed locking system.

For the discerning householder or architect who wants the very latest in contemporary design and ultimate performance, 
the HiFinity door sets a new benchmark of excellence.

Outstanding air, wind and water performance means 
that no matter what the weather is doing outside you 
will be comfortable inside.
There is a wide range of performance across the 
various offerings of large sliding glass doors. HiFinity 
sets many of the standards.
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big is beautiful

With a towering maximum door height of three and a half metres and a maximum door panel weight of as much as 
750kg, the HiFinity door stretches the boundaries of what is possible in terms of size. Only the 35mm is visible face on 
meaning that the average HiFinity Door has only 1% visible frame offering almost entirely unobstructed views.

Imagine a 10 metre wide door with
only 2 panels that are 99% glass
and just 1% aluminium in your
sightline

At the touch of a button a single 
door weighing up to 750 kgs can 
be moved. It could be described as 
a movable glass wall

With the ever advancing technology 
of glass the HiFinity sliding door can 
achieve U values down to 0.75 W/m2K

As you would expect, the HiFinity 
sliding door has built in security 
features incorporating electric 
locking as standard that achieves
RC2 status
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Beautiful as it is, the HiFinity door is designed to be looked through, not to be looked at.

The outer frame can be built into the structure of the building, making the dream of floor-to-ceiling and wall-to-wall 
glass a reality.

The interlock between door panels is incredibly narrow, measuring only 35mm wide, and the frame and spacer bars 
between the panes of glass are both black, helping the door to frame your view in a most unobtrusive way.

If you have a cantilevered aperture 
and require 2 doors to part the 
open corner option is the ultimate in 
style giving the feeling of openness 
and perfectly framing your view.

Fixed glass-to-glass corners are 
a very popular option where a 
sliding option is not required.
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technically advanced 

Threshold built-in with 3rd party drainage system Threshold built-in with integrated drainage system

HiFinity built-in threshold can incorporate 3rd party drainage systems or its very own gutter system 
depending on customer requirement and external finish.
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 automatic operation

Concealed locking mechanism makes it very difficult for would be intruders to tamper with the lock

RC2 Security rating is a widely recognised standard throughout the UK and  Europe
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 performance and expert engineering 

The design that makes it possible to move  of glass smoothly, easily and safely is tribute to an 
exceptional level of engineering expertise. This elegant sliding door exemplifies attention to detail and some very clever 
design. The compact wheel carriages (patent pending), for example, are made using only the highest quality materials; 
the six stainless steel wheels being set at an angle to operate smoothly with even the heaviest load 

The standard glazing is 
double but there is an 
optional triple glazing for the 
ultimate in luxury

Designed to deal with real 
world site conditions. The 

is a small detail that makes 
HiFinity peerless in terms of 
functionality and performance.

with a focus on a high level of comfort 
in the building. 

continuous renewal of air in the building 

component label. 

Bonded glass is exceptionally strong
and gives HiFinity its sleekness as well 
as strength. Backed by the world leader 
in glass bonding Dow Corning
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